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argues that tanks are superior to other armament for exploiting the results
of nuclear strikes against the enemy and in providing the most protection
against enemy counterstrikes. Emphasis is placed on the maintenance of

qualitative superiority over enemy equipment. Urging the davelopment of
new tanks better adapted to nuclear war, the author advocates improvements
in speed and range, amphibious or river-crossing capabilities, and
armament (including tank-mounted guided micelles). Particular stress
is given to antiatomic protection for all armored vehicles.
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1. Enclosed is a verbatim translation of an article which
appeared in the TOP SECRET Special Collection of Articles of the
Journal "itilitaq_ Thought" ("Voyennays )tyai") published by the
kinistry of Defense, USSR, and distributed down to the level of
Army Commander.
2. For convenience of reference by USIS agencies, the
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COB reports containing documentary Soviet material. The word
IROMBARK is classified CONFIDOTIAL and is to be used only among
persons authorized to read and handle this material.
3. In the interests of protecting our source, IRONBARK
should be handled on a need-to-Xnow basis within your office.
Requests for extra copies of this report or for utilization of
any part of this document in any other form should be addressed
to the originating office.
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The Prospects of Dereloguent of Armored Ctobst Vehicles
by

Majorigenersi of legineer-Technies1 Services I. Sergeyev
NOV, perhaps, no one will oppose the tenet that the tank troops
are best suited for conducting combat operations under conditions of
• anclearbissila war, that they, better than other arms of tromps,
can exploit the results of our own nuclear strikes against the enemy
and have the most protecticn from enemy nuclear counterstrikes, an
that they have greet striking poser and high mobility, as a result
of which they are the basic strike force of the ground troops.
Obvicusly it is not necessary to prove the dependence of all these
qualities on the 4■7e1 of development of the armored equipment witt.
which the tank troegs are armed.

At the present time, because there is a rapid developmert of
military equipment in general, and armor in particular, the danger
that avulse as • result of losing qualitative superiority over
the massy from an eqpipment standpoint becomes apparent. In conAection
lath this, it is nececsery to empbosise that the greatest differences
Of opinion concerning military-technical progress are observed in tte
definition and determination of the actual directions of development
of armored equipment.
In this connection, the statements of severe/ authors in the

pages of the Jeurnal "Wilts Th ht" 41, concerning question ., of
future development of tanks, â.serve serlow attention.

A lot of attention was also devoted to these euestioms at the
military-scientific conference that ma conducted at the Military
Aesdeay of Arad Troop* at the ead of May 1961.
VM101.110

* Note: We have in mind the articles of Marshal of Armored
Troops P. Rotmistrov and General of the Army A. lhadov, Sgecial
Pint Issue,
Collection Of Articles of the Jturnsl "Milttry
1961, and Lieutemant-Oeneral D. 81ycs41 4 ;41cet.tciii -le-Articles of
the leurnsl "Military Thcamht; Mo. 1 (56) 19c1 •
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Tbls article will expound on the prospects
basic types of armored combat vehicles that sect the conditions
of utilising tank troops in a tnoleariaissile war.
Tanks
Despite the fact that tanks, in etegerison with other equipment,
have turned out to have the greatest ability to withstand nuclear
bursts, new tanks hive to be exmated, mainly taking into consideration
• further increase in the effectiveness of their utilisation in a war
wtth wide-scale use of nuclear weapons and nissils means.
The basic deta cm modern Soviet and foreign tanks are given in
Table 1.
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The variety of combat tasks entrusted to tanks makcsit
to broaden their Combat qualities in such& wy that they alum* be
incorporated in one model. At the same time, because of economic and
purely military considerations it is necessary to strive to reduce the
number of essential tank types to a minimum.

Even though it is impossible to creates single universal type
of tank in modern conditions, in the tank perks at ell the armies a
tenden4 is observed to find a basic type, the combat qualities of
whicu would permit its utilisation for performing quite a wide range

of combat tasks. The other types of tanks will be more specialized in
their characteristics.
In the foreseeable future, taking into consideretion the development of armored equipment by our probable enemies, it is advisable to
improve further our light, medium (basic), and heavy tanks, to develop
artillery combat vehicles and also create infantry combat vehicles,
which will probably replace the present armored personnel carriers in
combat subunits of motoriwed rifle units and large units. Besides these
combat vehicles, it is necessary to produce combat vehicles of special
designation in more limited quantities (command vehicles, bridge layers,
flew throwers, and others), built on the chassis of tanks.
A cutback of specialised production and a decrease in the inventrry
of spare parts must be achieved by creating* "family" of vehicles based
on thc component' and mechanisms of mesa produced types of tanks, with
the maximum uniformity and standardization of components, mechanisms
and other equipmeLt both within the "family" and among the vehicles on which
they are hosed.
The medium tank, being the basic tank uhd the one found in the gre,it.
eat number', must fUlfil the widest range of combat tasks. These tanks
form the basis of the combat power of the major tank large units and
formations, intended for performing independent operational tasks. In
the compoeition of the motorised rifle units they are used for direct
support of infantry. This great range of combat tasks being fulfilled
makes the problem of determining the basic specifications of the medium
tanks quite difficult and critical. The difficulty of resolving it is
indicated by the fact that, for a decade (1937 to 1947), in the British
army it was considered impossible to crests one type of medium tank, as a

result of which the major tank large units were armed with high-speed

.5.
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"cruiser" tanks and slow "infantry" tanks which were issued for direct
support of infantry.
From the nature of the combat operatic= of medium tanks it Ls
apparent that combat with enemy tanks will be unavoidable for them
and will be one of the most important nissions. Therefore the weapons of these tanks must first of all antitank, capable of destroying the basic tanks of the enemy. Besides, it is called upon to
fulfil many other fire tasks (for example, the incapacitation of
personnel in armorsdpersonnel csrriers and in shelters). Consequsntly,
the areasmut of medium tanks must be versatile and multipurpose.
With the improvement of the amens of antitank defense and the increase of the combat polities of enemy tanks, firePCON" increased,
the thickness of the armor increased, and the wide,ht of medium tanks
increased ecorespoedingly. At the present time the weight of cur
tanks of this type has reached 36 tons, in West Germany (experimental
model) - 35, in Japan and 8Witserland - about 35 tons- In the USA end
the UK, the combat tasks ofIredlum tanks are fulfilled: by 46 to 50 ton tear.
Besmirch carried out by industry and in the Military Academy
of Armored Troops shows that with the retention of tube artIllery systems
for the armament or the tank, the optimum combat weight of a medium tank
in the next feu years will be appindnetely 36 tone. It is highly undesirable to increase further the weight of the medium tank. But it is
also comeletely unacceptable to reduce the weight at the expense of its
protective features.
Reduction of the weight of a medium tank, with simultaneous improvement of its protective features, an increase in its mobility, and
the growth of its firepowersey clearly be achieved by switching over
to guided missiles. however, for the time being, the basic armament of
a medium tank will be a gun. At th? present stage of guided ad:smile
development, they still cannot satisfy two contradictory requirements versatility and antitank effectiveuess. In connection with this (es a
stage in the assim(latioe of guided eissiles), it would be interesting
to codbine a powerful antitank gun with guided missiles (URS). In this
case the latter most be located inside the tank and be launched by means
of a gun. They ((RS) will be used for destroying enemy tanks at greet
distances, i.e., it will be a specialised supplement to the basic (gun)
axmament of the tank.

fat
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In order to increase the firepower of the tank it is necessary
to have a rangefinder and automatic loading, equipping it with a
night sight emu ueve..les for might vision that work without special
lighting.
The armor of the tank must ensure reliable protection
antitank weapons and the best possible protection from thy
and antitank guns of the enemy.

fro?) must;
bacic tank

It is necessary for the medium tanks to hove high mobility in
order to ensure swift tempos of the offensive, the best utilisation
of conditions created by the delivery of nuclear strikes against the
enemy, end for rapid disperse/ whes there is a threat that the enexy
will use these weepoos. The necessary nobility, with the possibility
of atted niug average speeds of movement over the terrain of about
35 to ho ha/hour may be achieved in tanks with the utilisation nf
improved transmissions with automatic or semi seutamstie drive, and
with the creation of a suspension that ensures a very smootn ride.
Moreover, the maximum speed of the tank should be 70 to 75 be/hour,
for which it is necessary to increase the power of the tank by
apprmxlmately 25 SP/ton.
In order to increase the maximum effective range of the tank
troops, the cruising range of the tank most be substantially increased in comparison with that which hes been achieved in our modern
medium tea.
The tank most have effective special antiatcadc protection (PAZ)
from all the destructive effects of a nuclear burst. Special attention
should be given to increasing the biological protection of the crew
from penetrating radiation.
Pandemental improvements in protecting tanks from all the various
modern destructive means moat be found in completely new elements, in
particular the coepect accommodation of a reduced crew. In this case,
it will be much simpler to carry out the appropriate complex (armor and
biological) protection of the crew, without detriment to the other combat characteristics of the tank.
Yhe teak most be suited tar moving along the bottom or rivers with
the aid or simple equipmeet for tuWWwwter Ortiriog ((rrr) and for flout.
lag with the wee of individual moans of fletetion.
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Heavy Tank. In modern cooditions the hem tanks that have, in
comparison with the medium tanks, more powerful armament and considerably better protection, are a mans of qualitetive reinforcement of
the medium tanks, and are the most powerful weapon for embatie g the
tanks of the enemy.

The qualitative reinforemeat of maillum tanks, as is known, may
be attained with the assistance of heavy tanks or assault guns crested
on the chassis of the medium bank and differing from it by having more
powerful armament. The first method is preferable. The pow yrful area
of the heavy tanks increases the possibility of their combat utilisatim, especially in effetely* operations.
With the adeption as armament, by our probable enemy, of 105m
rifled guns that have quite a high muzzle velocity of suhcsliber projectile, as the basic artillery weapon of its mass-produced types of
tanks, with the presence of various means for reinforcing then, it
becomes necessary to create qualitative means for reinforcing our
medium tanks in the form of heavy tanks or other combat vehicles that
differ from the medium tank, at least by the fact that they have more
powerful armament.
Since the basic task of the heavy tanks viii be the destruction
enemy tanks, they 'rill, to a greater degree than the medium tanks,
be better suited for the installation of guided mIssiles (iRS) as
their min armament. The use of Tu3 opens the most effective path for
increasing the firepower with a - sharp improvement in protective features.
Of

The future ,develoement of the heavy tank depends on increasing its
firepower, increasing its armor
protection, and *marl)* a more effective
system of antistomic protection than other types of tanks have. An increase ot the combat qualities of heavy tanks must be achieved by implementing new decisions on specifics, based co the use of new armament.

pot

Tank.

TM broadening of the sphere et tank use in conditions

of a sualsar/adasiie war makes it neoesaarr to bays w0114111110d 110%
teaks, smug which it is possible to single out the following types:
reccomissanee, antitank and tanks of airborne troops.
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Beconnaisasnee coast vehicles perform intelligence, combat
security, pursuit, and communications tasks. Their distinguishinb
features are hich mobility and cross■country ability. In order to
achieve these qualities, striving to set law weight, firepower Ind
protection are sometimes sacrificed. Bovever it should we kt,
mind that with the fulfilment of the task or security with such
vehicles, it is often necessary to halt enemy tanks at favorable
limas, and to be =injected to the effects of various firs means
during pursuit.
Antitank combat vehicles are an important supplement to the
heavy tanks, as a highly mobile avAtank reserve. They can, in a
very short period of time, be moved in a sufficient quantity to the
point of an enemy tank breakthrough, for examgle, into the scar of
a nuclear burst. Thr quickly crested antitank screen will slow down
the anew advance before tanks with more powerful armanent arrive.
With the limited weigbt, these vehicles will have relatively weak

armor protection and will be inferior to the medium (basic) ones in
respect to firepower. If it is necessary to have multipurpose armament for the reconnaissance vehicle, then, for similar vehicles, it
is possible tome guided missiles, even some of the simpler ones.
Airbcrue landing tanks are necessary for the airborne troops.
A landing is an important target and will definitely be attacked by
enemy tanks. it most be capable of maneuver animist t.ve an adequate
strike force to capture important objectives. Low weight and unavoidable limiting of armor and firepower are obvious for the airborne
troops' (VIIV) tank. At the same time it is maligned quite complex'
tasks. They Deed armament that is both versatile end quite effective
from the antitank standpoint. The arm= must provide protection from
the fire of large-caliber machineguns and amill-caliber automatic guns.
It is very difficult to combine all thus* characteristic.. lot if an
effective airborne landing tank is crested, it will be able to fulfil
the functions of both. reeconsismance and a light antitank vehicle.
Obviously such a multipurpose light tank most have a 76 to WAS caliber

gm, capable of destrving the basic smog tasks (mainly their side

armor) at medium distances. As aa additional antitank weapon it nay
have several guided missiles of the simplest design, located, for
example, on the turret and guided by wires. 2be task mast have automatic loading and be equipped with a rangefinder.
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The maxim= speed of pucka Unit must be hI6hfl then that of medium
especially, heavy tanks. We shemadmemall one of the lessons fif
the last earl light Tanks, that verve inferior to the medium omes in
respect to mobility, wore found tote uselsas for fulfilling combat sunport tasks. Seeing that their armamment (37 to 45mm guns) did not constitute any danger for the andiuntanks, not to mention the heavy, production et our light tasks sae hates/lin 194, and in OftatX, a year earlier.

OA

The system of antistomic protection of the tank being proposed must
comaist mainly of carrying out hermetic sealing, introducing a filteringventilating installation, pressurising the crew compartment, and *warier
simple decootemlnatico.

In this tank, ensuring flotation will be of special concern, as this
is contrary to the striving for committalss and small else. It Is possible
that this question win. be resolved loath the aid of stationary blocks or foan

plastic (penoplast) or by other means with which it is possible to attain a
temporary (during the time of floating) Increase in voter displacement.
It is necessary to note tint the most successful light tank will not
be able to replace the basic tank in dan offensive operation. Of coures
the light tank will be cheaper then tIne medium one, bet it will remmin
specialised cost vehicle that is beerier to the basic (medium) tank in
the complex "fir.
,-ermor protecticon" that defies* the effectiveness of
a tank in a fire Ii0,16.
InfantrOkmbat Vehicles

At the present time the exp'inatixo of the basic tactical-technical
quelitisc of a special combat vehicle 1ror the infantry deserves way

serials attention, the need for which, in conditions of a war with the use
of weapons of mess destruction, is merest.
2he difficulties is doterolatog tine basic features of ~ha vehicle

are explainett/my the tact that it last be the cat vehicle that is sass

voting:04 in the Urgent quantities, wilth the reqpirements and lialtatlaie
that arise there from, imposed, first at all, by economics. At the same
time, this vehicle mast ensure the condloot of vigorous combat operations
daring the Ube of neclear/miselle nespoona, the requirements at 'which can.
not be satisfied by regular armored pansonnal couriers that are Jest a
means of transport.

ET

The variety of appreaches cited for determining the basic features
of the infantry combat vehicle makes it necessary for us to dwell an
this question in wester detail.

Up to the present tine the infantry is a necessary are
troops, even thaugh its role and sigmifieance in the ground
has essentially changed. The basic strike tomes role passed
the infantry, first to the artillery (World War I), then to
artillery and tanks, and finally to nuclearimissile weapons

of

the

army

from

the
and tanks.
In examining the offensive operation, it may to said simply that the
infantry is given the final functions after the enemy is subjected to
strikes by the strike eras of the troops, and also the final assimilation
of the captured territory.

The essence of combat utilisation of infantry is the individual
actions of individual soldiers within the framework of the organized
collective. The infantry is capable of destroying the snow to the
last soldier, i.e., to bring the battle to an end, vale the strike
arms of the troops, as a rule, perform the cardinal, basic tasks of
the battle, but do not bring it to an end.
Besides performing the functions at bringing things to an end, the
infantry, in some cases, creates opportunities for using the strike arm*
of the troops, and carries out combat operations under conditioos vhere
Us, use of strike arms of the trocos is not expedient (for example, "hen
operating in mountains).

*der comditions of a nuclear/missile ver, the infantry will not
be able to fulfil its inherent functions with its old vecpcms. Oa the
battlefield it must be mobile (motorised) and to a certain extent pro-

tected from. nuclear burst and its effects (armored). This can only
be achieved with combat vehicles that aro specially constructed for the
infantry. It is of special importance to have such vehicles for the

infantry in the tank troops.

Thus, infantry eceent vehicles (M) are combat vehicles with the
US et iblah the infantry retains its inherent peculiarities tor COD..
*noting battle and acquires the protection and satiny on the battlefield that it lacks. Is cur opinion it is congastely incorrect to ex&Mine the PAN only as a means for coordinating the infantry with the
tanks, or as the means of transport to the field and pertiallr ee
battlefield, pfentry combat vehicles , • are the basic infantryman.

-1l-
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for oerryi on combat in modern conditions. therefore they must be
In ouch a way as not to limit, bet on the contrary, to

develop the positive qualities that are inherwmt to the infantry,
thanks to 'which the lefamtry varies from the other arm of troops
and Justifies its existence.

Whyte the beet (mantic* of this question would be the creation of
individual armored mObile vehicles, equipped 'with mavens, for a single
soldier. Nowewer, at the present time this solution is impossible due
to technical and economic considersticos.
Proceeding from this, it is possible to formulete opproximete
requirements for the modern infantry combat vehicle.
It is visualised in the form of an armored (it must be closed sad
hermetically sealed) mobile, amphibious vehicle having high cross-country
ability and holding several soldiers. the crew (landing farce) must, to
a certain extent, be protected from the effects of a nuclear weapon and
its after.effecte (thermal radiation, radioactive subst&nees and ethers).
While in the vehicle, they must have the opportunity to use their individual weapons. It is advisable to feces** the possibility of convenient
and *ovum' dismountiag.
Obviously it is expedient to limit the OA, of the crests (landing
tercel of such. vehicle toe squad - the mininal TM unit.
smaller
crew Undies force) will lead toes undesirable increase in the total
number of such vehicles, and • larger one will turn the infantry combat
vehicle into a personnel carrier, where, in a number of oases, incomplete
combat vie at the entire landing force concentrated in the vehicle will
be observed, and with its destruction the personnel will suffer beevy
losses. topsides the landing force, the FMK moat have a mechanic-driver
ant an operator for the fixedarnewant. the latter must remain in the
vehicle in order to give fire support to the dismounted landing force.
therefore, total size of the crew (landing farce) will be 7 to 10 persons.
The armament of the PIM most ensure the destruction of similar
vehicles of the enemy, emplaeweemate, at Pereanne3- Th. imavidnal Im
of the lending terse, eves If it is possible to use it actively in -pose
sonbst, cennot SUM all these tasks. It is only capable of inospacitatJag enemypersonnel, at OVUM then at as insigalficant distance. therefore
it is reecaossiod to have fixed, limit arsomest on the vehicle.
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The fixed armament must be compact and have the ability to cooduct
allearoand fire . (3600), not require an increase in the else of the
vehicle, and not emerges, the ease of accommodating the landing force.
lf mach armament requires a special combat compartneet withal rotating moo (pegon) having a dimwits: of 1300 to Main, this will camNaivete and incressa the weight of the 11,4 and will turn it into a
combirrtion artillery combat vehicle and armored personnel carrier. This
will result in an unjustified complex vehicle stitch it probably will not
be possible to create one nass scale.
Apparently the met appropriate armament for the MIK Viii beasmallcaliber autceatic gun (20 to 30ma caliber) vhich will sometimes even destroy
tanks. It should be keit in mind thet fragmentation shells of a smallcaliber gun give A substantially greater effect than a large caliber machine
gun. The gun suet be reinforced viths regular =chime gen.
With light gnus, it is possible to install several infantry-type
antitank guided missiles (Prom) at the sides of the turret..
For effective utilisation of the small axes of the landing force, the
riflemen can best be located along the vehicle, facing the sides, which
should have ports and embrasures provided in tbea.

An infantry vehicle that is mass produced, compact, and if possible,
light, cannot have armor capable of withstanding shells. it is advisable
to protect the Marron the flrv of Large-caliber =chine WS, otherwise
they will stop it just am easily as the standard machine gun atoned the

infantry in World War I. The glacial plates of the PEN must leave a design
thickness of about 35 to 40ma• the sides cannot be the sane, or the vehicle
cannot be amphibiout. Nowever, 13, sides will ensure protection frca ths_,

fir* of standard machine guns and, within the limits of a target angle of ZG
3, from the fire of large-caliber ones also.

The special protection of the Palmist band* the hermetic goalie'
of the body aad a tiltering-ventilating system for the collective protection
or the erre from radioactive substances sod chemical and bacteriological
vespose. It is not obliafttory for the !alto have higher speeds (average and
masimon) than the tanks, tart in principle they are balpfal. Cbviemsly„
the power rating of 20 INVion and a nazism' speed of 70 to 75 km/hour mill
be

*depots for it.
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Ice cruising range should not be lees than for tanks. The crosscountry ability of the PEN should be no worse than that of the tanks.
Pendamentally this comb. ensured with tracked on improved wheeled
ruening goer.
Without going into detail regarding the advantages and disadvantages
will only point out Unit a
thorough analysis shows thin it is expedient to use tracked running gear
on the PM With tracked running gear it 1.4 possible to beve a simpler
trenenission, running gear) end body, and it Is considerably easier to

of tracked and wheeled running gear, we

make them buoyant by using ordinary caterpillar tricks for this purpose.

With other conditioni equal the vehicle hes smaller dimensions and lesight.
On the whole these parameters for a massvroduced vehicle are decisive

and the necessary aseurance of a caterpillar track *orrice period of
/000 to 10,000ke is not a problem for a light vehicle. This problem can
be resolved fairly essily by using rubber and metal couplings.

lbe comparatively low weight of the infantry combat vehicle permits
making it amsphibioum. Since the attainment of high speeds in water is
mot an Obligetory requirement of the P204 its buoyancy in water can bc
achieved by owing ordinary ceterpiller tracks.
fleeing that the infantry combat vehicle must be the vehicle found
in the army in the largest nuebers, it is necessary to strive for it to
be of minimal weight, simply constructed, end cheap, so that it would be
possible to make wide-scale use of standard compomente of the automobile-

erecter industry.

All this makes great demands co the space allocation (komp000vts).
by how mach Of
the interior volume of the vehicle is left for the combat compartment,
then for the flit U. largest portion of the interior volene should be

It the quality of the allocation in the tank is evalmted

devoted to personnel.

Us specs allocation of the PM mast be original. 11, is doubtful
that the chassis of other vehicles (for maple, of the reconnaissance
tanks) oan be used for it. On tbs contrary, it is mare liksly thst
the chassis of this mess produced -vehicle other vehicles in the ease
weight category, may be created.
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In principle it is pessible to have two logical arrangements of
such vehicles. The first • the motor and tranamie g ico complex and
the secbanic-driver are located in front, occupying 1/4 to 1/3 of the
vehicle length; the other space remains free for accommodating the
landing farce endorsement; the rear is made in the form of a hinged
ramp.
The advantage, of this arrangement are the ease of accommodation
and convenience of diseskerking the landing force, and the wide possibility of using
the chassis of such ti vehicle without substantial
alterations (thanks to the presence of vacant space) for command-staff,
reconnaissance, medical, transport, and other vehicles. !Weever, with
this arraegement it is difficult, when the vehicle is floating, to
distribute the vell;rt of the heavy nose Jection to the rear. Besides,
the vehicle becomes rather long.
The second arrangement - the motor and transmission complex are
located in a narrow tunnel along the center line of the vehicle, with
the motor in the rear section and the transmission in the forward part.
The landing force is located g low the sides of the vehicle with their
becks to the tunnel. In order to decrease the width of the vehicle it
L• Feasible to turn the soldiers of the landing force slightly forward.
The armament and its operator are installed in the fcrwerd part of the
vehicle, along with the mechanic-driver. The rear is made in the form
of a binged raw, the same as for the first variant. This arrangement
permits obtaining the sdrinum length and floating balance, but it is
inferior to the former in v arn n tility (because of the tunnel along the
center line of the vehicic).
Working this out with sketches has shown that the PBX in the
tracked version, that fulfils all the requirements examined above,
may be crested with • weight of 8 to 10 tons.
It should be said that in the armies at the MAI Veig; Sermemy
sad Prance, a considerable amount of attention is gives to developing
inttatry armored pummel carrier;.
So far the DB Army is concentrating exclusively on tracked vehicles.
It is assumed that all the Weary will conduct combat operations in
armored personsel ouriera.
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luniessehr is cely beginning to create a pool of armored perBowel carriers and is also concentrating on tracked vehicles. ktreewer, they cake wide-smile use of the trenchant Swiss experience. In
West Germany they also operate cm the principle that infantry oust overate in &roared personnel carriers.
Several armored personnel carriers hive been Introduoodas armament
In the French army, but they are produced in a limited quantity. The
appearence of the wheeled, savored persommel carrier "Noir" suet be
viewed only as an attempt to test the possibility of cresting an armored
personnel carrier on the chassis of the reconnaisscece armored ear "Pinar".
So far the iritish army does not. have any toweled armored personnel.
carriers. 114 basic vehicle of this type is the wheeled priored personnel
carrier "Saracen". It *brad be said that in it to a certain extent it
was possible to-comb/me a moderately complex chaisis with satisfactory
cross-country ability!

fable 2 presents Arta es modern vehicles that are used for the
Infantry. fhe majority of them are still just a mesas of transport, and
de not provide the infantry with the opportunity to carry on combat operotiose eider the mew conditions. Sommer, some et the foreleg' vehicles
mounting immolate armament may approach the prospective PIN that we
hsve examined
Let es dnell-em

2n4ividua1.

models of arnored personnel carriers.

The Soviet sheeled, armored personnel carrier 121452 doss not stand
up to criticism. In the pursuit of an economic eansercial chassis, a
vehicle MRS crested thet does not satisfy the given requirements as regards
cross-country ability, unit power rating, and several other parameters.
The combat qualities of this vehicle equate with the level of armored
pereconal carriers used in the years of World Mir
2he tracked, srmosid personnel MILITiOr 113!MCIPI pauses.* a awe
imprOved design, but neither does it satisfy negyroupdrenents. Without
Availing on its merits, let us mote the faults. In actuality, this is a
means of transport for carrying a landing fore, of 20 person. The latter
are socommdated in crowded conditions in the central part of the vehicle
and, located there, they Cass3t participate in combat. Siononnting at the
landing force is difficult. 2Mo vehicle does pot have fixed armament. The
ascii plate is not thick enough. The arrangement of the vehicle is poor
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for use as a PAM - with the large sine of the vehicle the landing :wee
is accommodated on a "postage stamp". This is a result of using the
chassis of an amphibious tank. The special propellers for traveling
through water are an unnecessary luxury for a vehicle of this type. OR
the whole the design of the armored personnel carrier is complex, heavy„
and also quite expensive. Finally, its nobility (speed, cruising range)
leaves much to be desired.
Some of the most successful foreign models appear in a much better
light, even though they also have faults. Sere we have in mind the vehicles 1(113 (USA, Illustration 1); "Sotchkiss" (France, West Oereany,

Manstretion 2); "Wispeno-&1' (West (Arnow, Switzerland, IllustraTion

3); end *Pirate" (Switseruand). These armored personnel carriers have the

smallest else and weight. The landing force (apreNnammtely a squad) is
conveniently accommodated in the enclosed body and can, to a certain extent, participate in cokbet. Convenient dismounting is provided through
a ramp at the rear. They make wide-scale use of motor vehicle engines
and transmissions. Some vehicles ("Hotchkiss", "Rispenc-Saisa" ,have
an automatic small-caliber gun (with a muzzle velocity or A00 asters/second).
The others have a large-caliber chine . gun ins rotating turret. Some of
the models (AKX, "Pirate", M3.13) are equipped with a PAZ system.
She AI X armored personnel carrier cannot be counted with the best,
despite. number of good features (for exarple, the armor), as a result
of a somewhat excessive landing force and greet weight. The wheeled,
armored personnel carrier "ranee has s very unique design, but due to
its greet complexity ( vhich is probably not scceptehle for * mass-produced
vehicle), it is only interesting from the tochmical standpoint.
The FAX that our army needs mast considerably surpass the best foreign
vehicles that have been examined. Ware, it must he considered flat it will
still only be under developm.mt, and that these vehicles are already latraduced into the armament, and will probably be improved. Therefore there
should be a large measure of qualitetive superiority in its makeup, such ass
very small dimensions and veight with convenient accoemodstito of the Laing force armanent (free rockets), that is even capable, if necessary, of
destroying tanks, adequate armor protectice from large-caliber machine guns,
and together with ell this, it should be amphibious.
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Artillery Combat Vehicles
Despite the presence of nuclear weapons, artillery support mei be
necessary for successful operations by tanks and infantry, especially
when they are separated from the other forces. lberefore, it is desirable
for the tank troops to have mobile tracked vehicles with light armor,
equipped with howitzer or rocket ornament (fres rockets) and designated
for artillery support of the tanks. Such vehicles should not be contused
with the turretless tanks with shell-resistent armor, the so..called
assault guns (MU) of wartime. Artillery combat vehicles (ABM) usually
carry out group fire from concealed positions at a definite distance
from the enemy.
The ABM, in confcrmity with the missions it fulfils, must have shells
that have good high-explosive fragmentation action, considerable range of
tire, capable of destroying area targets, good lateral and range fire
maneuverability, and, moreover, a large unit of tire. The most expedient
armament is the howitzer Sierra caliber then on tanks) or free rockets
(multiple launching mount . It is recommended that only part of the
vehicles be armed with the latter, as a supp/ament, capable of creating
a high concentration of fire. Howitzer armament must be located in a
closed revolving turret. Hulletprood' armor giving protection from standard
caliber automatic tire, is completely adequate - such vehicles avoid direct
contact with the enemy.
She arrangement and chassis of the ABM should be the same as for a
light tank, only having a different turret. Yar stability there should
be a spade (soshnik) and suspension idler wheels. The questions of
antiatomic protection should be resolved in the same milliner as for other
vehicles 'Jiving light armament - light tanks and infantry combat vehicles.
The AIM has been developed to the greatest degree in the VS Army
where the artillery battalions at tank divisions are armed with 10,mm and
15,mm self-propelled howitzers. As an example of a vehicle of this type,
Illnatretica shows a TI96 self-propelled howitzer of the American Am.
Its weight is 18 tons. It is completeay armored (bulletproof). The 15,mm
howitzer is mounted in a revolving turret. The range of fire is 16,000
meters, and the unit of fire is ,0 rounds. The vehicle overcomes water
barriers afloat, under its own power.
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Illustration 4. l55mm TI96 Self-Propelled Bowitser

(up)

Besides the field-type ABM.used in the tank divisions for direct
artillery support of tacks, it is Dad necessary to have high-powered
Args. each vehtUes are tateradad for inflietibg bwaildik Car cow-entionsl artillery strikes at distances of 'BO to 3. Tbeir design
can duplicate that of the field-type ABM loaner ways (in an enlarged
form) and can be made on the chassis of the basic tank. Zither 150 175ms caliber guns ar medium-caliber free rockets (missiles) may serve
as arsement. A vehicle of this type is shown in EU.ustration 5. This
le the 175nn 7235 atonic assault gun of the Le Amy. Its might is
26 tons, and, range of fire is 30) 000 meters. Tbe mechanic-driver is
located in an armoree cab. The crew and an additional unit of fire are
located in an auxiliary armored personnel carrier. The vehicle has
quite a Urge cruis*as range (800 km).
aigh*poveredAZIes may be attached to tank divisions or even included in their composition.
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Mustration

5. 1751.. T235

Atomic Assault Gun ((CA)

Vehicle on an "Air Cushion"
Let us evaluate the prospects' of military application of vehicles
fliing slightly above the surface of the ground by using supporting
("air cushion") running gear. In order to have such a vehicle travel
above the surface of the ground and above water, the pressures exerted
at its base are limited by value') of approximately 50 to 100 kg/i4.
This means that a vehicle that weigbs analminetely 10 tons must have,
with a fairly small expenditur q of force, a base area of acre than 100
square meters. The uppermost limit of the above-indicated pressure is
applicable for some planned vehicles of greater weight, and the lowest
has been implemented in various typos or flying motor vehicles and in
the British vehicle "Hovercraft".
The large length and width, with a comparatively small lift might
(not over Ode meterl and the shell site ot slcpe negotiated (fro. 8.
to 130 In prototypes limit the possibilities of wide-she application
of such vehicles for military purposes, permitting them to move only
over roads, unusually level terrain, and over calm water surfaces.
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The advantages of utilising supporting running gear consist of
the fact that in comparison with the mines of aircraft (helicopters)
it permits reducing the power from approximately 200 BP/ton to 80 to
100 BP/ton. Moreover, according to data in the foreign press, the
useful load may reach 40, percent of the weight of the vehicle.
If we limit ourselves to a small clearance (of up to 0.4m), then
the basic faults of a vehicle with supporting running gear will be:
complexity of design, connected with ensuring control during movement,
large size, and limited cross-country ability vial: mowing over uneven
terrain. If their clearance is increased, then the power necessary to
lift it will grow rapidly and will attain values that modern aircraft
have. Tom power limitations are tpproximately the same for "flying jeeps"
that have ducted rotors. With an increase of the clearance, the load
capacity decreases sharply, the expenditure of fuel increasee, and the
cruising range is reduced.
Taking into consideration everything that has been stated, it is
poesible to visualise two types of such combat vehicles:

smell vehicles, intended for movement above land and water,
which viii be ground troop equipment; their intended cadet use will
be reconnaissance and communications; increasing the clearance will
lead to unfavorable parameters of the unit paver rating which, however,
mey prove necessary; therefore we do not rule out the possibility of
utilizing a vehicle of the "flying Jeep" type with ducted rotors;
•- fairly large vehicles that are a means of transport, obviously

they will be used to advantage for moving over water, but also viii be
able to MICffe over falay level terrain.

Wring the last few years, the combat characteristics and, above
all, the firepower of the tanks of cur probable eM4.108 have increased
significantly (see Table 1). The correlation of the combat qualities
or our medium teaks and the basic tanks of the US Any has become less
favorable than it was several years ago. Therefore, it is necessary
to apply serious efforts to creating new modals of tanks that would be
superior to the foreign ones. It is also clear that successful ground
troop operations are possible only if they era equipped, not only with
high•quality tanks, but also with a number of other combat vehicles that
answer modern requirements.
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